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Small
crowd
forMLK
march

Panthers win second straight to
Improve conference record
to 2-3.
Page 12

Bringing

DIVERS I
to campus
By Caitlin Prendergast
SEN IOR REPORTER

By Matthew Kent
ACT I VI TIES REPORTER

More than 75 people participated in
the annual Martin Luther King, Jr. candlelight vigil Monday evening commemorating his life and accomplishments.
Before marching from Thomas Hall
to the University Union Ballroom, a
prayer In remembrance of King was
held by Roy Lanham, campus minister,
Newman Catholic Center.
"He was a light In the darkness,"
Lanham said. "We should remember
his accomplishments for what he did."
Congressman Timothy Johnson also
encouraged everyone to contact him
with any ideas anyone might have.
"I want to thank you all for coming
out here tonight," Johnson said. "As
your state-elected official, I want to
make things better, and if anyone has
any ideas or suggestions, please contact me."
Many students decided to show up
for various reasons.
Dixie Sullenger, a graduate student,
said she came to promote the memory
of King.
"I came to support the ideas and the
things we're working towards,"
Sullenger said.
Nay Wright, a sophomore marketing
major, came to celebrate King's birthday in remembrance.
"He is a legacy and a visionary and
Jed the way for many AfricanAmericans," Wright said. "It's good
that other races besides AfricanAmericans are here, and I expect more
people to be here next year. •
Joni Lupo, a senior sociology major,
came to remember a great person.
"He did a Jot and was a great speaker," Lupo said.
Charleston resident Nora Small had
a slightly different take: "It's especially important for me to be here with the
possibility of war looming."
Lou Hencken, Interim president, also
paid tribute to King's memory.
"I wanted to be here tonight to pay
tribute to a great individual who did
tremendous things for the United
States, • Hencken said.
SEE MLK

TUESDAV

PHOTOS BY
COLIN MCAULIFFE/PHOTO EDITOR

ABOVE: Students, faculty and
community members exit
Thomas Hall lobby Monday
evening as they make their
way towards the University
Ballroom of the Martin Luther
King, J r. University Union.
LEFT: Shonda Clancy, a senior biology sciences major,
listens to Roy Lanham's
prayer prior to the candlelight
vigil that was in memory of
Martin Luther King J r.
Monday night in Thomas Hall
Lobby. The event was sponsored by the Alpha Phi Alpha
fraternity and included a program of events held in the
University Ballroom of the
Martin Luther King J r.
University Union.
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Diversity is a hot national topic these days, but
many at Eastern feel the university is on the right
track to Improving diversity.
In Grutter/Gratz v. University of Michigan,
arguably the most controversial diversity case in
history, the university is facing scrutiny for the
school's race-based enrollment policies. The university awards points on entry exams to minorities.
President George W. Bush said Wednesday the
university's policies are unconstitutional. Bush
filed a friend of the court brief for the case against
the University of Michigan, which the U.S.
Supreme Court is expected to make a ruling on in
the next three months.
But Eastern officials said that type of situation
will never happen here.
Dale Wolf, director of admissions, said race can't
be used In determining admission into Eastern. A
potential student's racial or ethnic background is
not asked on an application.
Wolf said his staff tries to recruit a variety of
students from all over the state, but the university
does not have to meet a certain affirmative-action
quota.
Johnetta Jones, director of minority affairs, said
the minority population at Eastern is currently
about 10 percent.
Interim President Lou Hencken said he is a big
believer in increasing diversity at Eastern. He said
students who attend diverse schools fare better in
society.
"There has been an obj ective or a goal of sorts to
have the university's population match diversity in
the state," Jones said. "If we are to educate students to live in a multi-ethnic world, we need a living laboratory or a reflection of that world."
Ten percent is a good start, although that figure
doesn't quite match state statistics, Jones said, but
she has noticed an Increase In minority enrollment
in the last four or five years.
Working in the office of minority affairs, Jones
assists a variety of students, including AfricanAmericans and Hispanics. She said students
respond differently to the challenge of being a
minority on a small campus and many choose to
surround themselves with people of similar backgrounds.
Jones said she has mixed emotions about minority groups and organiZations, but she said minority
students on this campus assume they have no limits on what they can do.
"When you have groups and organizations that
are Hispanic or African-American only, they're not
exclusionary - they simply like to associate
together. There's safety and comfort in numbers,"
Jones said.
Phi Beta Sigma, a fraternity with all black members, embraces anyone who wants to join, provided they meet a 2.5 grade point average, said
SEE DI VERS IT Y
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Fraternity member hopes memory will unify students
+ Edward Stewart
organizes annual MLK
march to try to pull
community together
By Nate Bloomquist
NEWS ED I TOR

Edward Stewart believes segregation still exists at Eastern.
The Alpha Phi Alpha member
sets up an annual candlelight
march across Eastern's campus
honoring Martin Luther King, Jr.

and believes the march can change
that.
He said the event brings the
entire Eastern community closer
together - not j ust blacks.
"We have a Jot of different people come out," Stewart said.
"King's
message was
for
Hispanics, Asians and other
minorities too. I'd Jove to see just a
bigger population there, the color
doesn't matter. •
But Stewart sees more room for
the annual event to grow.
When Stewart began organiZing
the event In 2000, nearly 100 par-

Spotlight:
People
• In the spotlight
this week Is
Edward Stewart.
This article Is part of

a series focused on events, peop le
and organizations in our community

tictpated In the event. The number
ballooned to over 200 last year and
more than 75 marched Monday.
The event concluded with a

short program
at the Martin
Luther King,
Jr. University
Union
that
included
a
question and
answer session. The president of the
Alpha
Phi Edward Stewart
Alpha fraternity led the session. King was a member of the fraternity.
"I'd like to see more people ask
questions at that,• Stewart said.

"But people don't because they
don't want to hurt people's feelIngs. We want to get things moving
and get people talking about this."
The march isn't just for students, and that has been the design
of the event since its Inception
over a decade ago.
Stewart said many members of
the Charleston and Mattoon communities are involved.
"We do this every year because
it comes down to getting the message sent out there," Stewart said.
SEE MEMORY
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Proposed tax
tops City Council
agenda Tuesday
+ Possible referendum
could increase city's
sales tax by 0.5 percent
By Carty Mullady
CITY ED I TOR

A possible referendum to
raise Charleston's sales tax by
0.5 percent Is up for discussion
at the Charleston City Council's
meeting Thesday.
A resolution for authorizing
the
Woodyard
Memoria l
Conservation Area Land and
Water Reserve agreement will
also be discussed as well as
area lease agreements and the
transfer of an old Charleston
Pollee K-9 to his trainer.
The Council will discuss
Increasing sales tax as means
of relieving property taxes and
funding
Infrastructure
Improvements. Motor vehicle
sales tax will not be Increasing
under this plan.
This affects all Charleston
residents, not j ust property
owners, Mayor Dan Cougill
said. "Anyone who drives on
our roads, utilizes police or
file protection, relies on ambulances for emergencies or
attends Eastern
football
games that can only be played
with ambulances present Is
affected by tax funding," he
said.
The council will decide
whether or not to place the proposal on the April election ballot.
The Woodyard Memoria l
Conservation Area Land and

Water Reserve Agreement
authorization also will take
place at the meeting. Proper
conservation regulations from
the Illinois Department of
Natural
Resources,
the
Reservoir and Watershed
Ordinance and The Illinois
Nature Preserves Commission
have been used to determine
development of the conservation area.
Authorization of lease agreements between Charleston, the
Special
Olympics
and
Consolidated Services will also
be mentioned. 1\vo upstairs
City H all rooms are up for
lease by the Special Olympics
and Consolidated Services.
The City Council also will be
authorizing the transfer of
Rex, the former Charleston
Pollee K-9, from the police
department's ownership back
to his trainer. Rex will be given
to his trainer, John Bennett, as
a pet.
"Any dog who has completed
Its K-9 course and Is a police
dog must either stay with the
trainer or be put to sleep once
Its useful duty Is complete,"
Cougill said.
Rex began In 1996 and s ince
has been performing duties
ranging from finding burglars
to drug busts. He Is now at the
end of his useful life as a police
dog.
Rather than putting Rex to
s leep, John Bennett will take
him In as a pet.
The City Council meets at 7
p.m. Thesday In the City
Council chambers.

C0 R R ECT I 0 N------------A headline In Friday's edition of The Dally Eastern News was
Incorrect.
The headline should have read 'UPI to take strike authorization
poll.'
UPI will poll every faculty member for each employee's Input on
holding a strike authorization vote. A strike authorization vote will
be held only If a sizable maj ority of Its membership wants UPI to
schedule the vote.
The News regrets the error.
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Tom Cotter; a New York native, pauses to let the joke he j ust told sink into the audience's heads Friday night in
the 7th Street Underground.

Cotter plays politically incorrect
By Niki Jensen
STAFF WRITER

Looking Uke a college student In
his brown T-shlrt, blue jeans and
blue baseball cap, comedian lbm
Cotter performed such a raunchy
and foul language routine Friday at
7th Street Underground that he
repeatedly had to tell the gasping
audience to calm down.
Upon expressing his good fortune to be performing In a lovely
"dungeon,• as he called 7th Street
Underground, Cotter opened his
routine with sarcastic anecdotes
about college.
"College was the best 28 semesters of my llfe, • the New York City
comedian told the crowd of about
120 students. "I had a 3.0. That was
my blood-alcohol level. •
Ten minutes Into the show, Cotter
announced that polltical correctness has gotten way out of hand.
"Everything's polltically correct
now,• he said.

In fact, he said It wouldn't surprise him If the names of card
games were changed for polltical
correctness. Black Jack would
become African-American Jack
and One-Eyed Jack would be
changed to Visually Impaired Jack,
he said. And the game of Poker
would be switched to Thke-her-outto-dlnner-and-a-movle,
which
received a loud roar from the audience.
Cotter looked to his Irish herItage for some of his source material, which included drinking stories - "We drink; It's what we do"
- and satirized examples of his
culture such as the use of Lucky
Charms cereal Instead of croutons
on salads.
At one point In the show, Cotter
tried to have a conversation with a
girl sitting at a table near the stage.
Upon telling him she was from
Dwight, Cotter said he had no idea
where that was and continued to rip
on the town anyway. Shortly after,

he paused and said, "What am I
doing making fun of her town? I'm
In Charleston! What is the zip code
here? EIEIO?"
Cotter revealed to the crowd, "I
thought this was going to suck. • He
said he performed at Eastern four
years ago and only about five people were In the audience.
"I Uke you guys. Any questions?
OK, lets move on," he said mockingly toward the audience whom he
said was too Impatient for big
laughs.
Shortly after, Cotter scored some
of his most spirited audience
responses with a slew of candid and
rather bawdy jokes.
Next, Cotter hyperbollzed and
poked fun at his own family from his father to his pet
Dalmatian.
At the conclusion of Cotter's
hour-long performance, he told the
crowd of students, "I've gotta get
going. I've got another job In
April."

Senate to discuss contracts
By John Chambers
ADMINISTRATION EDITOR

The Faculty Senate Thesday will
continue discussion on a proposal to
reduce the length of administrative
contracts.
The proposal suggests shortenIng the contracts from 12 to 11
months per year In an effort to cut
university spending, and Is In line
with governor Rod Blagojevich's
request for less budgetary spendIng In the area of administration,
English professor David Radavlch
said.
Radavlch seconded the proposal
made by technology Instructor
Morilbosl, and a motion on the contracts was postponed at the
December meeting of the Council
on University Planning and Budget.
The motion was to have the

CUPB recommend to Interim
President Lou Hencken and the
Board of Trustees the contract
change. The contract change would
assume administration could complete work on 11-month contracts.
"It's a move In a time of really
tight budgets," Radavich said. "It's
an idea that will allow us to put more
money Into our academic mission."
Finalizing plans for a January
faculty forum will continue
Thesday.
Forums are usually organized
once a semester and Issues InvolvIng academic freedom will be discussed this month.
lbplcs under academic freedom
will cover freedom In research,
rights In computer pollcy, freedom
In teaching and academic freedom
and shared governance.
Academic freedom and shared

governance could discuss the rights
to Information on university pollcy
and resources.
The Council of Chairs will meet
Jan. 29, and the Faculty Senate will
continue discussion on asking the
council to provide meeting minutes
to the university community, especially since the council meets In
open sessions, said Faculty Senate
chair Anne Zahlan.
Zahlan said the council likely will
discuss how minutes are taken at Its
January meeting, and chair Keith
Andrew could speak to the Faculty
Senate In February.
The faculty forum will be Jan. 28
In the University Ballroom of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
The Faculty Senate meets at 2
p.m. Thesdays In Booth Library
Conference Room 4440.
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Five bars caught serving minors Human Services
construction work
sticks to schedule

• Each pub with a guilty
plea paid $7,000, was
suspended two days
By Carty Mullady
CITY EDITOR

Five bars were fined $1 ,000 and
a two-day license suspension following a Jan. 15 liquor hearing.
Five of six local bars facing
charges of selling alcohol to a
minor pleaded guilty. Each of the
bars allegedly failed the Dec. 14
Charleston Police Department
compliance check by allowing an
underage informant to purchase
alcohol.
Mayor Dan Cougill, Charleston's
liquor commissioner, said this was
the first compliance check in quite
some time.
"We hadn't had one in a few
months because we were showing
respect to licensed businesses,• he
said. "We were starting to get the

impression this respect was not
deserved and it seems we were
correct."
Allegations claim an underage
informant bearing a clearlymarked under-21 I.D. was allowed
to enter and purchase alcohol from
Ike's, Icy Mug, The Station, Stix,
Marty's and The Uptowner.
Ike's, Stix and The Uptowner's
representatives admitted they
allowed a minor to frequent a
licensed establishment and sold
the minor alcohol Dec. 14.
Representatives of Icy Mug and
The Station admitted to selling
alcohol to a minor.
Because the Station and Icy
Mug both have restaurant liquor
licenses, the city dismissed
charges claiming those two
allowed a minor to frequent an
establishment and permitted alcohol consumption that was not
related to food sales.
Marty's is the only one of those
bars to officially deny all charges

so far. Marty's owner, Dave
Kinnaird, claimed the Dec. 14
doorman would not have knowledgeably allowed a minor to enter
his bar.
Another Marty's hearing was
tentatively set for 1 p.m. Jan. 23.
"Since the hearing was scheduled
with only a week's notice, it may
be postponed to allow Marty's representatives time to find an attorney, • Cougill said.
Jerry's Pizza & Pub, Mad
Hatter's, Roc's Blackfront and
Stu's passed the Dec. 14 compliance checks, Cougill said.
Because of the punitive liquor
license suspensions, Ike's, Icy
Mug, The Station, The Uptowner
and Stix will be closed from 6 a.m.
Feb. 6 until 6 a.m. Feb. 8.
Cougill emphasized the obvious
markings on the Under-21 Illinois
driver's license the informant used.
"It would be difficult to overlook
the red background on an underage Illinois I.D.," he said.

Strike deadline approaching,
talks ongoing at Southern Ill.
By John Chambers
ADM INI STRATION EDITOR

Faculty contract negotiations at
Southern Illinois University at
Carbondale will continue this
week, with a scheduled strike date
of on or before Feb. 3.
The SIUC Faculty Association
and administration negotiating
team met Thesday through Friday
last week and will continue this
week, said James Kelly, chair of
the public information committee
of the Faculty Association.
The negotiations continued both
with a federal mediator and faceto-face, following a January administrative decision to allow talks to
continue without lawyers present.
This week, the administration
will continue to review a proposal
presented last Thursday by the
Faculty Association, Kelly said.
"The package proposal was pre-

sented as the final negotiating tactic in negotiations yesterday,· he
said. "There are 73 additional
issues to be bargained. We are no
longer optimistic but still hope for
a settlement. •
An agreement must be reached
on six issues in order to avoid a
strike. They are measurable workload, faculty job security, administrative accountability for academic
program changes, non-contingent
salary and benefits, recognition of
the Faculty Association as the
exclusive bargaining for the faculty and a change in administrative
review of tenure and promotion.
If a contract agreement including the six issues is reached, it
must be endorsed by the
Departmental
Representative
Council and then ratified by the
voting members of the Faculty
Association.
Salary and benefit requests will

ask for equality with faculty
salaries and retirement incentives
in comparison with other university faculty.
"So far we have reached tentative agreements on only three
issues and one procedure,· Kelly
said. "The Board of Trustees'
responses to our proposals have
generally been dismissive. •
Recent contract negotiations
have been productive, said Sue
Davis, executive director of media
and communication resources in a
January issue of The Dally
Egyptian.
With negotiations continuing all
this week, Davis said the administration negotiating team has
always been Willing to meet for
extended sessions.
"We've always said we're willing
to meet anytime," Davis said.
"We're willing to meet 24 hours a
day around the clock."

By Tim Martin
CAMPUS EDITOR

Although construction on the
Human Services building was a
week behind in early December,
the lost time has been made up.
"Some things have slipped,
while others have gained, all
because of the weather. But
we're pretty much back on
schedule," said John Kastigar,
superintendent for Hannig
Construction, the company in
charge of Human Services construction. "I have been really
surprised over the last two or
three weeks of how much we got
done."
The new Human Services
building, located between
Thomas and Klehm halls, will
combine Health Services,
Career Services, the Counseling
Center and the communication
disorders and sciences department. Completion is tentatively
set for June 16, 2003.
Construction crews Monday
were adding the final back-up
masonry blocks to the northwest
comer of the building. Kastigar
said the section would be completed Monday and would allow
the addition of outside face
bricks to begin.
Once the brick has been
added, construction workers
can begin dry walling the inside.
The new 30,457-square-foot
Human Services building was
created in large part so the new
Doudna Fine Arts Center,
which is set for completion in
2005, could be extended across
the street where the Clinical
Services
and
Counseling
Center buildings currently
reside.
Kastigar said construction is
going on both outside and inside.
A Dec. 3 edition of The Dally
Eastern News said under-floor
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"I have been really
surprised over the
last two or three
weeks of how much
we got done."
-John Kastigar

plumbing systems and electrical
and mechanical equipment in
the basement mechanical rooms
already have been added.
"Right now they are both all
going together and should finish around the same time,•
Kastigar said. "We have added
on the inside some electrical
rough-in, sprinkler plumbing,
door frames, and we are putting stairs in the south portion.·
The biggest dilemma now,
Kastigar said, is completion of
the building's roof, which has
been
lacking
progression
because of recent weather, and
meeting university-set deadlines.
"We're going to keep doing
what we have been doing with
the brick work, but we're really
trying to put the roof in,"
Kastigar said.
Karl Helmink, architectural
mechanical engineer for facilities planning and managed, said
in a Dec. 3 edition of The Dally
Eastern News that if updates
are not submitted on time, the
contractors do not get paid.
Kastigar said all deadlines
have been met thus far.
"We have been meeting
each target, with the big one
being the steel (construction)
one, • he said. "We sometimes
work Saturdays to make deadline."
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EDITORIAL

Booth not
open long
enough
Booth Library's Interior Is a breath-taking sight,
and Its contents are an asset to students; however,
It closes exceptionally early on weekends.
According to a recent Student Government survey, Booth Library's operating hours do not satisfy
students' preferences.
Sixty-three percent of students surveyed said
they would take advantage of extended library
hours. However, the survey did not specify
whether students preferred
more weekday hours or more
At issue
weekend hours. The library
Sb<ty-ttree
already provides students with JHOrt cl studerts i1 a recert
adequate operating hours on
weekdays (closing time Is mid- StJ..dert
Ga.mmErt
night), but Its 4:45 p.m. closing
'!llllej VI/Cit
time on weekends Is ridiculous tn;J3'1rny
and needs to be lengthened.
q:actiYJ tn.rs
The university needs to realize
Our stance
the weekend represents the
fa:Bnrrust
time frame when students' day Sl3\e stl.d:rts'
and night schedules are not
l'l300s end extEnd
Booths hou rs.
cluttered with classes and
activities.
Students who are Involved with athletics, band,
RecogniZed Student OrganiZations or other timeconsuming activities often rely on the weekend
either to catch up or work ahead on their studies.
Even students who don't have schedules that
demand an overwhelming amount of time obviously need ample time to get their work done, and the
current times aren't cutting It for them.
Booth does not need to be open 24 hours a day
(the Gregg Triad computer lab and the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union study lab are
available for students' use 24 hours). It just needs
to add a few additional hours on weekends to better meet everyone's needs.
As a quiet haven, the library also allows students
to get more work accomplished than they otherwise may at their residence halls or apartments.
Judging by the survey, Eastern Is not serving
students' needs effectively by not providing convenient library closing times.
Closing the library at 4:45 p.m. on weekends Is
certainly not allowing students to take advantage
of the resources contained In the $21 million renovated structure. Although 52 percent of students surveyed said they were forced to leave
the library on a Sunday through Thursday, the
abbreviated weekend hours are the main concern.
If this survey Is right, more than half of students desire for the library to have longer hours
of operation. Now the university needs to
adjust Booth's hours accordingly by extending
Friday and Saturday hours.
The editorial ts the majority optnton of The
Dally Eastern News editorial board.

Caitlin
Prendergast
Senior reporter
and bi-weekly
columnist
for The Daily
Eastern News

Prendergast also
is a senior

journalism major.
She can be reached
at 581-2812 a
cprendel'gast@eU.edu

j
(.)

This campus draws thousands
of students every year for many
reasons. Undergraduates and
parents are attracted to small
class sizes, strong academics and
low crime rates. Supposedly,
Eastern Is one of the safest campuses In Illinois, yet the city of
Charleston and the university
combined have two of the most
Incompetent police forces around.
Last August, a new addition to
the faculty was nearly bludgeoned to death by a mob of six to
eight men. Bill Feltt, an English
Instructor, was just taking a latenight stroll through campus when
he was attacked.
He suffered serious Injuries,
couldn't return to the classroom
for weeks and still lives In fear
because his assaulters have not
been apprehended.
Feltt has every reason to be
afraid, especially with the shoddy
Investigative work and overall
apathy of the University Police
Department In the five months
since his assault.
The UPD claims to have no
leads and places blame on Feltt's
head Injuries for the force's
Inability to catch any suspects.
The department claims Feltt's
story Is Inconsistent, but perhaps
the UPD should acknowledge Its
own Inconsistencies.
For Instance, the police did not
release a sketch of one of the suspects until December, which was
far too long after the attack. The
man portrayed In the sketch looks

"The department
claims Feltt's story is
inconsistent, but
perhaps the UPD
should acknowledge its
own inconsistencies. "
like half of the male population of
Eastern and, not surprisingly, the
vague drawing provided no leads
In the Investigation.
Obviously, months after the
fact, Feltt Is going to have a hard
time describing his attackers. The
UPD should have completed a
sketch right away, and the pollee
never should have believed a
crappy pencil sketch would find
the cowards who battered Feltt.
But the UPD remains patient,
assuring the campus and the community that no time table on this
crime Investigation exists. The
police aren't frustrated and seem
completely content on waiting
until someone talks.
What about Bill Feltt? Is he the
only person Involved In this Investigation who Is Impatient and
frustrated?
He's still hurting from the
attack, mentally and physically,
and he's still scared to walk
around at night. When will j ustice be served for him?
Frankly, I'm not sure Feltt's

attackers will ever be found. I'd
be more confident If Deputy
Barney Fife were leading the
Investigation at this point.
Maybe If the cops around here
were less concerned with Issuing
parking tickets, testing their
worthless decibel meters and
busting underage drinkers, they
might actually prevent real
crimes.
Earlier this year, the UPD and
the Charleston pollee made about
12 unwanted visits to my house,
citing noise disturbances and
excessive displays of beer cans
on the lawn. Sometimes, different officers would show up twice
In the same night and many of the
"charges" were completely
unwarranted.
It got to the extent where my
roommates and I felt harassed.
At one point, I think I even asked
the police If they had anything
better to do than prey on a few
people drinking on my porch.
It was around this same time,
possibly even the same evening,
that Feltt was attacked near the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
The Innocent man who was
assaulted that night will never be
the same and neither will our safe
little campus.
If the police spent more time
protecting the peace, rather than
disturbing the peaceful, they
might spend less time embarrassing themselves when It's
time to solve actual crimes.

I'm so s ick of hear ing a bout t he uw ar
on Terror ism" and 11 Showdown: Iraq."

YOUR TURN: LETTER S TO THE EDITOR

English instructor not to blame
I visited Bill Feltt In the
hospital two days after he
was attacked on Eastern's
campus Aug. 27 and on many
occasions following the Incident. I was Impressed by the
lucidity and calm with which
he reported what had happened. He seemed to remember everything: the place, the
appearance of his attackers,
what was said, what blows
were thrown In which order.
Given that he had very

nearly lost his life, his recall
seemed truly remarkable,
and I always thought his selfpossession must owe something to his training In The
Kwan Do, a martial arts discipline he has followed much
of his life.
Now, nearly five months
after the episode, we are suddenly hearing ugly c harges
of "Inconsistency" applied to
Bill's reports to the pollee. I
very much hope police offi-

cer Adam Due's remarks, as
reported In Thursday's edition of The Dally Eastern
News, were somehow garbled
In transmission. If not, It
looks as If the police, who
have made no progress In the

case, are trying to deflect
criticism by an instantly recognizable strategy: blaming
the victim.
John Kilgore
Engllsh professor

LEITERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor
addressing local. state. national and international issues. They should be less than 250
words and include the authors' name. telephone number and address. Students should
indicate their year in school and major. Faculty. administration and staff should indicate
their position and department. letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may edit letters. so keep it concise.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 181 1 Buzzard Hall. Charleston ll
61920; faxed to 217·581-2923; ore-mailed to majones@eiu.edu
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Blue Crew
cheers on
Panther
basketball

Students
win, lose,
draw in
'Deal'

• Spirited RSO revs up
fans over weekend

By Matthew Kent
ACTIVIT IES REPORTER

By Avian Carrasquillo

Several students had the
opportunity to win prizes during the "Let's Make a Deal"
game at Eastern's men and
women's doubleheader of basketball
games
against
Tennessee-Martin
Saturday
night.
Students were selected from
the audience and were asked
random questions during
timeouts in the first half of
the game to compete at halftime in "Let's Make a Deal,"
an event similar to the game
show.
Students were given the
option to stay with the prize
offered, a $25 gift card to WalMart, or they had the chance to
go for three random prizes hidden beneath boxes.
Prizes students could have
selected included included a
player,
a
karaoke
DVD
machine, telephone or WalMart gift certificates. Other
unusual prizes students could
have selected beneath the
boxes included stuffed animals,
a bag of kitty litter, or a bag of
trash.
Andy Messerli, a junior
music
education
major,
declined the $25 gift card that
was offered and decided to go
for a better prize. He selected
one of three possible prizes and
picked a pair of Disney Goofy
slippers.
Matt Caraway, a sophomore
history and pre-law major, also
turned down the offer of a gift
card and picked a box that contained $105 worth of gift cards
to Wal-Mart.

STUDENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR

COLIN MCAULIFFE/ PHOTO EDITOR

Jessica Horwitz, a freshman geology and radiation physics major, one of three winners as part of the "Let's Make
a Deal: Pack the Place" promotion, chooses the $50 gift certificate to Wai-Mart Saturday evening in Lantz Arena.

"I think it's awesome,"
Caraway said.
Matt O'Malley, a freshman
speech communications major,
won a telephone along with a

mug.
"I am satisfied with the lovely gifts that were given to me at
halftime, but would rather have
a date with No. 10 (sophomore

guard Sara Riva) ," O'Malley
said.
The Pink Panthers dance
team performed at halftime
with area youth.

The Blue Crew was in full
force last weekend supporting
Eastern men's and women's basketball against the University of
Tennessee-Martin
at Lantz
Arena.
The blue sea of T-shirts, along
with the occasional painted face,
was immersed in the Eastern student section.
Both the men's and women's
teams were victorious, with the
Blue Crew cheering section rooting behind them.
The Blue Crew, which began as
a small following, has grown and
is now a Recognized Student
Organization.
Student Body President Alison
Mormino, whose platform included increasing support for the
Blue Crew, was in the middle of
all the action.
"I think the Blue Crew, along
with the cheerleaders, had a big
impact on the game. Players
would consistently point at our
section after big plays urging us
to pump up the crowd. I think the
crowd really helped give the team
some momentum," Mormino said.
The following for the Blue
Crew currently only covers
men's and women's basketball
but could extend to other sports.
"I would love to see the following extend to other sports. I think
we could have an impact on the
games," Mormino said. "All we
need is a good group of people to
get the ball rolling."
The men's basketball team won
68-60, while the women's basketball team won 81-70.
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Students struggle to find study spots Student Senate
wants to bridge
gap with paint

By Ryan Terrell
STAFF WRITER

It's the night before an important
test and it's hard to concentrate while
doing some late night cramming.
So what do most students do?
Students have many methods of
studying, and some still have not found
a proper way to study.
Matt Deckman, a freshman marketing major, finds it easter to concentrate
while listening to music.
"I usually study in my room, • he said.
"I find it extremely hard to concentrate
when it's too quiet, so I usually throw
on some classic rock when I'm studying.
"''m always pretty busy during the
day with class and rugby practice, so
the time that I do have to study is very
valuable to me," Deckman said.
Freshman undecided major Candle
Zichmiller also enjoys listening to
music while studying but takes a more
quiet approach.
"I like listening to softer music, especially classical music," Zichmiller said.
"Heavier music makes it difficult for
me to focus, but with classical music, I
feel relaxed. •
Some students find it hard to study
in loud surroundings, especially in
their room. Colleen Murphy, a special
education major, struggles while
studying in her room.
"Between my roommate and other
people on the floor, there never is a
truly quiet time to accomplish what I
want to," she said. "Usually I do not
have enough time to walk to the
library, or sometimes I am just too lazy
to do so."
Gino Pacetti, a freshman political
science major at Marquette University
in Milwaukee, said perhaps Eastern's
quiet hours are not soundly enforced,
but Murphy didn't think so.
"My dorm floor is always loud,
between my roommate blaring the TV
and other kids on the floor blasting
music. I can never concentrate,•
Pacetti said. "It's only about a four-

• Bucket Brigade prQ}ect will link student volunteers with Charleston citizens for home improvement
By Avian Carrasquillo
STUDENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR

Todd Miller, a senior math major with teacher's certification, works on math homework Monday evening in the 24-hour study lab in the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union. Miller prefers the lab to his apartment because it has good lighting, it's quiet
and there's space to put all his books.
block walk to our library, but most of the library."
Elizabeth Coleman, an undecided
the time I am too lazy or it is just too
cold to walk there.•
major at Western Michigan University,
Janessa Cannon, a nursing major at found a way to ease her studying probSaint Xavier University in Chicago, lems.
"I get distracted very easily, but
agrees.
"I find it very hard to concentrate when I study in the laundry room I am
when people are coming in and out of much more focused," Coleman said. "I
my room at all hours," Cannon said. don't know what it is, but I gain a lot
·something needs to be done. I should more out of the time I spend there than
be able to have some quiet time with- I would if I attempted to study in my
out the nuisance of having to walk to room."

DOUGHNUTS

ARE

In an attempt to bridge the gap between Eastern
students and residents of Charleston, Student Body
President Alison Mormino has undertaken a volunteer
program modeled after one in her hometown of Alton.
The community service project, also known as
"Bucket Brigade," will have Eastern students painting
the homes of underprivileged Charleston residents.
'"Iradltionally the project helped the elderly and
low-income residents in Alton. There was a committee
set up to decide what homes would be painted. We're
still deciding how that will be taken care of in
Charleston. There's a loan available to residents to fix
up their homes. We were thlnklng of working on the
homes of those that didn't qualify for the loans,"
Mormino said.
''I'm still working with the city manager, Alan
Probst, to decide what homes would qualify,"
Mormino said.
"It's a good project. I liked the idea. We have a grant
and loan program for low income residents. This year
we had 30 applications and only money for about 10 of
those people, so this program could benefit the other
20," Probst said.
Probst said that while the program is still in the preliminary stages, Mormino can expect full cooperation
with the city.
Mormino estimates the program will benefit 50
homes and use over 800 gallons of paint.
"I've worked with Cindy Titus to work on soliciting
donations from local businesses like Ace Hardware
and Home Depot," Mormino said.
Cindy Titus, the executive director of the
Charleston Area Chamber of Commerce, could not be
reached for comment Monday.
"At this point nothing is set in stone, but I'm looking
at the late spring for a target date, possibly mid-April
before school lets out. I'd like to have a picnic afterwards to celebrate the project,• Mormino said.
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Lawmakers play musical chairs in office swap
SPRINGFIELD
(AP)
"The bigger frustration is that it
Lawmakers at the Statehouse are could cost as much as half a million
playing musical chairs as Senate dollars at a time when we're facing
Democrats take over Republican a deficit and we can't pay our bills, •
digs In an office swap that GOP said Sen. Dave Syverson, a
officials call an unnecessary Rockford Republican.
Sen. Donne Trotter, a Chicago
expense.
The turnover comes as Democrat, dismissed Republican
Democrats have taken control of claims about the cost, saying the
the Senate after 10 years of only sum he has heard discussed is
$100,000.
Republican leadership.
"This is j ust sour grapes,•
The final cost of the switch isn't
known, but Republicans complain Trotter said. "They've lost, and they
the expense comes at a time when just don't want to move. •
the state faces a budget hole Gov.
The switch includes party leadRod Blagojevich estimates at near- ers and rank-and-file members.
ly $5 billion.
The space Republicans are using

Diversity:

Campus programs in the
works to promote diversity
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

President Earl Solomon. "There were a few
white guys interested In joining last semester, but their grades weren't there,· Solomon
said. "When we meet people, we view them
as individuals. We don't look at ethnicity-we
look at character.·
Solomon said diversity is improving at
Eastern, but a lot of work needs to be done,
especially when it comes to minorities and
non-minorities interacting.
"I think the campus is diverse, but students and staff need to step out of their comfort zones and work with other groups,· said
Monique Cook-Bey, assistant director of student life.
For instance, Cook-Bey said many students assume the Miss Black EIU Pageant is
open to African-American women only. The
pageant, which pays tribute to AfricanAmerican culture, is open to any contestant
and was created to promote diversity.
Despite certain misconceptions, students
in general have a very high support rate for
diversity on campus, said Cynthia Nichols,
director of civil rights.
Nichols launched an ongoing study on
diversity with members of the psychology
department in the fall of 2001. Through a
telephone survey of random students, many
questions on diversity, campus climate and
overall attitude about the university yielded
positive results.
Of those surveyed 96 percent said it was

AROUND

THE ~
STATE~

1

is supposed to be for the majority
party, said Cindy Davidsmeyer,
spokeswoman for Senate President
Emil Jones Jr., a Chicago
Democrat.

important to have a diverse student body.
The overall attitude about Eastern was highly favorable, and the study found that students felt they were treated fairly In the
classroom despite their differences.
"It's clear from the resJX>nses that students recognize that diversity on campus is
an important issue, j ust as it is in society,·
Nichols said. "Yet there remains a number of
issues that need to be explored and
addressed to continue to improve the campus climate.•
Some students involved In the survey said
interaction between different groups of people doesn't happen as much as they would
like, and a large number said students
should be required to take classes on diversity.
"We're planning on resurveying this coming fall, but this spring we want to have
focus groups on a variety of narrowed topics
to get clear perceptions on what students say
about each other,• Nichols said.
Another event to promote diversity
planned for this spring is a student government- sponsored "Unity Week.·
Lisa Flam, student vice president for student affairs, is organizing "Unity Week,·
which will feature motivational speakers,
open forums and student-provided entertainment to celebrate all differences.
"Unity Week" will take a broad look at
diversity, focusing on more than just racial
and cultural differences, Flam said.
"The university has made a valid attempt
to increase minorities and bring more International students to Eastern," she said.
"Let's take a second and understand the
awesomeness of this and be proud of the
fact that these things are happening on our
campus."

But Syverson believes the move
is purely political because
Democrats remodeled their offices
several years ago.
"It's a way to, I think, show the
Republicans who's the boss and
what they're capable of doing,"
Syverson said.
The Senate reconvenes Feb. 4.
It's unclear when the move, which
includes rewiring each party's
computer systems, will be complete.
Patty Schuh, spokeswoman for
Senate Republican Minority
Leader
Frank
Watson
of
Greenville, said the offices are the

Memory:

Stewart Remember MLK's
legacy
CONT INUED FROM PAGE 1

"People feel they need to celebrate
(King's) life and his struggles. This is really the most important event we do all year. •
Nationwide, Martin Luther King, Jr. is
becoming more widely celebrated. Arizona
recently decided to recognize the holiday

Honor:

Services, music accompany
MLK celebrations
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Following the march, a service was
held in the University Ballroom with a
video presentation and several songs
along with keynote speaker Claude
McGee.
Nicole Hodges opened the service as
she sang the Black National Anthem,
which several members of the audience
sang along.
A praise dance was also held, which
was performed through body movements
and dance accompanied by music with
encouragement from the audience
through clapping.
The Unity Gospel Choir sang three
songs including, "We Shall Overcome.•
The program displayed a video presentation on King's achievements.

ones they've been using for years
regardless of majority or minority
status.
"The Senate has never done a
move like this,· she said. "We do not
switch rank-and-file members.•
The Democrats got bids for
wiring work, and a Springfield
company submitted the low bid for
about $59,000. The money for the
Democrats' rewiring will come
from the Legislative Information
Service revolving fund, which has
fees from lobbyists, law firms and
others who access a computer system
to
track
legislation,
Davidsmeyer said.

and a push for a national King memorial in
Washington, D.C.
"This is a nationwide celebration,"
Stewart said. "Even in states where it isn't
officially recognized, people celebrate it.
This holiday grows bigger each year, and
we hope that continues.·
Stewart said everyone can remember
King in their own way, and he hopes that
everyone takes time to do so during the holiday.
"We hope this march can help people
remember his legacy,· Stewart said.
"We're proud to offer this opJX>rtunlty.•
Keynote speaker Claude McGee spoke
about dreams and paraphrased King's
famous "I Have a Dream" speech.
"Do you have a dream?" McGee said.
"If you have a dream, what are you doing
to make sure your dream comes true?"
He also spoke of how people can make
a difference on Eastern's campus.
"How can you take that dream and
make a difference on this campus? We
can all make our dreams come true, •
McGee said. He spoke of King's successful tactics to make the world a better
place today. "He took a vision and made
it happen and made it better for us here
today, • McGee said. McGee also spoke of
the importance of education and how education is the key to attain your dream.
"It was my education and intellect that
got me where I am today,• McGee said.
"If you have an 'A' mentality, you are
making your dream come true.
"Because of my education and intellect,
it made me realize how important an education is."
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

Needed daytime driver 11-3.
Come into China 88 to apply.
.,.....,___--,-.,.--.,..-.,-1121
SIGMA ALPHA LAMBDA. national
leadership & honors organization.
is seeking motivated & committed
students to begin a chapter on
campus. 3.0 GPA required. Reply
to info@salhonors.org
=--...,.---,---1131
Bartender trainees needed. $250
a day potential. Local positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext.539
2/ 11
-=-c-ALL-N-=0--W.....!!.....
! --,C,...,O.NSOLIDATED
MARKET RESPONSE in partnership with WESTAFF is looking for
people just like you to be a part of
our team!!! $7/HR WITH GRADUATED PAY INCREASES Work
around YOUR schedule with our
new flexible hours: 5p-9p; 12p-4p
or 12:30p-9p Business casual
atmosphere Bonus potential
Advancement opportunity Call
today to schedule your personal
interview: 345-1303

Studio apartment. WI D. nice.
348-7721 or 348-8821.
- ..........-..,.,............- 1123
Available NOW! Large 1-BR Apt.
off Charleston Square includes
heat. wat er. trash. laundry room.
No Pets. 345-2617
_ _ _ _ _ _1/24
NEAR CAMPUS: 2 and 3 BR. reasonable.
www.eiuapts.com
345.2416
,.-------=----~1/24
For Lease: Fall 2003- 2 & 4 BR
houses. DSL wiring. central air,
ceiling fans. cable/phone j acks.
24/7 maint.. 10 or 11 1/ 2 month
lease. WI D. newer appliances.
Call 346.3583
1/24
=-Fo_r_L:-e-a-se-:-:F::-a::-11-::2003-2.3,4 BR
Houses. Great locations. close to
campus. 24/7 maint. great
prices. call now!! 346.3583
-------------,.,1/24
Available Now! 1 BR apt. 1542 4th
St. All electric. cent air. very nice.
no pets. $450/mo 345.7286
1/24
=-For---=R=e-nt-:
- -=R--em-od7 eled 2 & 3 BR
apts. WI D. One block from Old
Main. 348.8792
- - - - - - - - - -1/24
2 bdrm apartment completely furnished newly remodeled. no pets.
trash and water furnished. $235 per
student. 235-0405 or 317-3085.
1/24
::-37b....,dr-m--,-ho_u_se--:::3-or 44 students
central air completely furnished.
1705 11th St. No pets. $250 per
student. call 235-0405 or 3173085
1/24
""
NO""W::-:-L:-:E::-:A-::S::IN:-::G:-::-FOR 2003-2004
School Year. 5 Bdrm I 2 Bath I 2
Kitchens. Furnished. 1531 1st
Street. Call 345-7262 or 259-7262
_ _ _ _ _ _1/27

Extremely nice 3 BR home. WI D
included. Close to campus.
345..9267
::--::-:::--::-- - -.1/28
2 BR Furn apts. WI D included.
Close to campus. 345.9267
::--::-:::-:-----1/28
3 BR house near campus. AIC.
attached garage. $720/month.
348.0712
_ _ _ _ _ _1/28
Renting now for fall of 2003. 1
bedroom and 4 bedroom houses.
Within walking distance of
Eastern. Call 345-2467
::-:---:----:--:---=1/30
Now leasing for Fall 03, various
apts. also 3 & 4 BR houses.
897.6266
_ _ _ _ _ _1/ 31
Houses 3 & 4 bedroom; Apts. 1 &
2 bedrooms. 10 - 12 month leases. No Pets. 345-4602.
,.---,-,-.,..,--....,----1/ 31
Fall 2003. Close to campus. Nice
3 bedroom house. 3-4 girls. CI A.
WI D. Low utilities. Trash included.
$850/month. 348-0614

BRITTANY RIDGE
TOWNHOUSE: For 4-5 persons. unbeatable floor plan. 4 BR. deck. central air. w/ d, dishwasher. garbage
disposal. 2 1/ 2 baths. Trash and
paved parking included, near
campus. local responsive landlord. From $188 -$225/person.
Available in May. lease length
negotiable. 217-246-3083
_ _ _ _ _ _2/ 28
Available Now-Jan 2003: 4 BR
until July 2003.Fall 2003: 1 BR
Both @ 188812 9th st. Please call
& leave message. 348.0673
-:----::-:-7--:-:----:--'00
Available Now: Large one BR apt.
$300.
New carpet. nice.
345.6967
_ _ _ _ _ _00
Available Now: Near Rec Center.
Nice. 2 or 3 BR house. WI D. dishwasher. Lease price negotiable.
345.6967
00
::-FA:-:-L-:-L-:2:::-00=-:3:-:-:::6-::B:-::R:--:TOWNHOUSE.
$300/ BR. 1056 2ND ST. FURNISHED. AIC. TRASH. FREE
WI D. DISHWASHER. DSL INTERNET. SPIRAL STAIRCASE & HOT
TUB IN COURTYARD. 345.6210.
ASK FOR BECKY.
,..,----,...,...,...:--:--::-::-00
FALL 2003: 2 BR APT. $350/BR.
1056 2ND ST. FURNISHED. AIC.
TRASH. FREE WI D. DSL INTERNET & HOT TUB IN COURTYARD. 345.6210, ASK FOR
BECKY.

Tired of apartment living? Riley
Creek Properties has clean 3 BR
homes & townhouses available
beginning June 1st. All partially or
fully furnished & close to campus.restaurants/ shopping. PETS
CONSIDERED. Call 512.9341
days or 345.6370 evenings.
Leave Message.
-,-...,--::-----·00
1210 Division. House for Rent.
Great location for EIU. 4 BR. 2
large
backyard.
bath.
$1100/month total ($275 each)
Call 235.0939
- - - - - - - - -·00
Available Now! Large 1 BR furnished apt. CATS OK. Ideal for
couple.
Reduced
rate.
$300/month. 745 6th st. Call
345.6127 or 581.7729
---=-------·00
4 Bedroom House • 5 Bedroom
House • 4 Bedroom Apartment • 1
Bedroom Apartment. All Close to
Campus. 345-6967
,..---,...,--....,----00
·
FALL 03: Spacious apt. Single
or double BR. Close to campus.
quiet
neighborhood.
Utilities included. $275/ $325.
345.7678

NEW LISTING: 2003-2004. Nice.
brick house. Excellent Location. 8
people. $250/person. 345.0652.
leave message
=---::-=::::-:=::-7-:-,..,..:00
For 2003-2004: Well-kept one BR
apt.
Close
to
campus.
$350/month. Leave a message.
Call 345.0652
00
""sT=-IL--L---::-S,-M""
EL--L--,TH....,E NEW CONSTRUCTION! 1 BR/1 BATH apt. @
117 W. Pol< w/ stove. refrig. micro.
dishwasher, washer/dryer. Trash paid.
$450/silgle. $275 ea/2 ad.Jits. 3487746. www.char1estoni apts.com
00
::-3-=
B,....Lo=-c=-=K-:-::S:-F=:R::-::0:-:-M-:-'EIU @ 2001 S.
12th Street 2 BR apts. to meet your
needs. Furn.@ $435/ single, $500/ 2
adults.
Unfurn .@$395/ single.
$460/ 2 adults. Stove. refrig. micro,
laundry room. Trash paid. 34877 46. www.charlestonilapts.com

=----:::---:--:-::-'00
Tutor Needed: For cash. honors
calculus for senior high school
student. Call Cathy at 235-2691.
00

FOR

RENT

ROYAL HEIGHTS APARTMENTS
1509 s. 2nd street; 3 bedroom
furnished apartments. low utilities. leasing for spring and fall
2003 semesters. Call 346-3583
--,-----,--..........,-1/ 17
Nice furnished 2&3 bdrm apts..
air, new carpet. DSL included in
some. $235-250 per student 2350405, cell# 317-3085
--,,.,------1/ 17
4 BR house. w/ basement near
campus. WID . 1- or 12 month
lease. Fall '03. Call 246.3059
,.--------1121
Pent house apt. Low rates 5 month
lease. 1st month free rent. Call
345-2516 for more information.
=---:-:---::-::--:---::-c:-.1/22
Furnished 2 & 3 bdrm. apartment
and houses. All close to campus.
Good management and maintenance . Call 345-2516 for an
appointment today.
::--:---:---,--,-1122
2 bedroom duplex. Furnished.
Fully equipped. garage. 1856
Victoria Ln. 348-7721 or 3488821 .
_ _ _ _ _ _1/23

_ _ _ _ _ _o
.
o

,.,; Apartments for 1 or 2 residents
,.,; Houses for groups of 3 & 4
""' Townhouses, 3 & 4 BR for 2 to 5 people

.!Jim Wood. Realtor

1512 A Street. P.O. Box 377
Charleston, IL 61920
217 345-4489 - Fax 345-4472

Lllncolnwood Pllnet
Apartments

C AMPU S C LIP S

Studio, 1, 2 & 3 Bedroom
Apartments
• L ots o f s p a ce
• Swimmin g pool
• V o ll e y ba ll court

EIU ASTRONOMY CLUB: Bi-monthly meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in the
Physical Science Building Rm 2437 Don't need to know astronomy to
come!
PRI DE: Meeting Tomorrow night at 8 p.m. in the Martinsville Room. 3rd
Floor of the Union. http://www.eiu.edu/-eiupride
BOOTH LIBRARY: Orientation Tours Jan 22- Feb 27 . Mondays at 6
p.m. Wednesdays at 4 p.m .• Thursdays at 2 p.m. Meet at the north
entrance. Booth Library is offering general library tours between Jan.
22 and Feb 27. Tours begin at the north entrance of Booth and last
approximately 45 minutes.

r-3~. Across from CarmenHall ~
--J.. r-\9
345-6000
:wtttH

The DailyEastern News
Classified ad form
Name:
Address:
Phone:

_ _ _ _ _ _.217
Fall 2003. Close to campus. 5 bedroom. WI D. A/C. Low utilities.
Trash incl. $1200/month. 348-0614
,...-----,-,-.,..,-----,-...,.·217
FALL 2003: 3.2. BEDROOM
HOUSES 2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS. 1026 EDGAR DR.. 1
BEDROOM APARTMENT 3485032
..,..--------=--=-·2/ 10
On square 2 BR. partially furnished apt. Available now. summer. fall. Various leases required.
Call 345.4336
_ _ _ _ _ _.2/ 11
3 BR house with 2 baths. a/c. &
wi d. Available Fall 2003. Call
232.8936
_ _ _ _ _ _.2/28

Student: D Yes D No

Under classificationof:
Expirationcode (office use only):
Compos~or: __
Person acceptingad:
No. words I days: _ _ Amount due: $

Payment: Check No.

Dates to run:
Ad to read:

~bt Nt\tr !lork ~imtD

Crossword

AC ROSS
1 Shavin q
p roducfs
GWrangler's
b uddy
1 0 Deck quartet
1 4Bu zzards
Bay, for one
1 5To
(exactly)
1 6 Ciassic Walt
Kelly str ip
17W ashington
flip s ide
1 8Monticello
flip s ide
20Shou t o f
adoration
22Monkeys,
a pes and
such
231s immin e n t
25Zero
26Bad to the
b one
29Bonnet
secure r

3 1 1n vit ro item s
3 4 Dunce capshap ed
36Fill t o t he
g ills
3 7 San
Francisco's
Hill
38Memoria l flip
side
41 Presidential
seal flip s ide
4 3 Pub order
44Turndown s
4 6 Shipbuilder s'
wood s
47Driveway
surface
4 8 Shows con tempt
5 1 12/25
521t's found in
a pound
53 Bee p roduct?
55A Little
Rasca l

ANSWER TO TODAY'S PUZZLE

Edited by Will Shortz

63Sacagawea
f l ip siae
65 Roosevelt
f l ip side
GGThi n nail
6 7 1t's flipped i n
t h is p u zzle
68 Fuss
69N ervous
7 0 Ext remities
71 Grain disease

DOWN
1 Dan gle P,Oies
over a p ter,
say
2Not deceived
by
3 Word f or
Yor ick

tng

5 Shorthand
t a ker, f or
short

8 Mak es calls
o n the court
9Ciear- cut

DEADLINE2p.m.PREVIOUS DAY - NOEXCEPTIONS

m.-+-+--+--

4 :rinny-sou n d -

7 Polished off

The News reserves the right toedit or refuse ads considered ibelous or 11 bad taste.

No. 1210

590ne of the
Fondas

GKind of top
or p a rty

30 cents per word frst day adroos. 10 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid 10, and 10 cents per word
each consecutive day afterward. 15 wordmininum.

,.....,.--=--=---=--=---00
RIGHT BY OLD MAIN! 820 Lincoln.
New 3 BR spacious apt. w/ stove.
refrig. micro. dishwasher. counter
bar. cathedral ceiling. indiv.
sink/vanity in each BR. Water/trash
paid. $300 each per mo. 348-7746
www.charlestoni apts.com
_ _ _ _ __.:00

2 4 They qo
arou na the
block: Abbr.
26G reat
applause
2 7 " T here!"
28Centerward
30Karachi 's
land: A b br.

1 OFool's mon th

3 1 A wee h r.

11

32Bullshot
ingredien t

N ostra

1 2 Desiq ner von
Fursfenberg
33Deep pit
1 3 Prin ces, e.g. 35Television
cabinet
19 _
domain
2 1 Dram a w ith
mask s

39Sullen
exp ression

40Bridal b io
word
42Like a close
n e ighbor
45Et
(and
theTOIIowing): Abbr.
49" Ven us and
A d onis"
painter
50What to call
a knight

5 7 Star s and
Stripes, e.g.

581 957
Stravinsky
ballet

GOOid - ti m e
sailor's drink

61Bounceback

52Papa
5 4 Fiexible, as a
body

62" _

does it! "

55Sin ger L ane
56Fat in a can

64Topper
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New mascot on Prowl
STAF F REPORT

'Prowler' was announced as the
official nickname for the Eastern
Illinois University athletic mascot before Saturday's men's basketball game against TennesseeMartin.
The name was selected by a
committee composed of women's
basketball player Kayla Bloemer,
cheer team co-captian Mike
Mantonya, men's basketball head
coach Rick Samuels, student body
president Alison Mormino and
Dave Kidwell, assistant athletic
director of marketing and sports
information.
Prowler was chosen from

Women's Final Score

names submitted during the fall
by Eastern students and staff.
"The athletic department has
had various Panther mascot costumes over the years, but never
formally adopted an official nickname," Kidwell said in a press
release. "It was determined by
the athletic administration that
this is the proper time to attach an
official nickname."
The mascot will appear at various home and away athletic
events and select functions off
campus.
"We believe Prowler will appropriately represent both the men's
and women's teams," Kidwell
said.

Hangs:

Sparks ignites Eastern with
14 points
CO NTINUED FRO M PA GE 1 2

The inbounds pass went to Sparks who was
intentionally fouled. However, Sparks did not
get to go straight to the line, the officials had
a brief discussion at midcourt before they
gave Sparks the ball.
Sparks was not unsettled by the referee's
delay.
"I felt pretty comfortable, • Sparks said.
"I've always been confident in my free throw

Eastern
Panthers
52

Morehead St .
Eagles

(3-12. 2-3)

(10 -5. 3-1)

47

High Scorers
FG-FGA
Eastern
4-11
M. Sparits
l. Dailey
5-12
4-10
K. Meyers
1-5
B. Gossett
A. Collins
2-3
Morehead State
7-12
B. Parit
4-14
B. Schnakenberg
1-3
l. Cornn
2-3
l. Trumblee
K. Head
1-4

ability."
The freshman did not miss a beat and sank
her first free throw. Then Eastern head
coach Linda Wunder called a timeout to discuss her team's defense following the second
free throw. Sparks made the second free
throw to give the Panthers a five-point lead
and secure the win.
"Megan is a great free throw shooter, •
Eastern head coach Linda Wunder said. "She
is really confident and wants to be in those
situations."
Murray inbounded the ball and got off a
futile three-point attempt that bounced off
the rim as time expired to give the Panthers
their second consecutive win.
Sparks and Dailey finished the game with

TP
14
14

10
4
4
18
12

4
4

4

Claw:

Men's Final Score

CO NTINUED FROM PAGE 1 2

Senior guard Craig Lewis contributed 13 points and seven rebounds
while J.R. Reynolds added 11 points off
the bench.
The Skyhawks were led by guard
Earl Bullock, who cashed in for 19
points and seven rebounds. Forward
Joey Walker added 18 points on 8-of-9
shooting before he fouled out with six
minutes left.
Samuels hopes his players can take
advantage of two days off from practice to recover from a hectic first half
of their season.
"I think our kids need rest," Samuels
said. "It's draining when you go
through a stretch like this where you
play a lot of games on the road and
have some close games like this. •

"Meghan is a great free
throw shooter. She is really
confident and wants to be in
those situations. "
- linda Winder
a team high 14 points. Meyers also reached
double digits with 10 points in 36 minutes.
Meyers made her presence felt on defense
as well. She pulled down six rebounds and
made two blocks and a pair of steals.

Eastern
Panthers
68

Tenn.-Martin
Skyhawks
60

(6-10. 2-3)

(1 0-5. 3-1)

High Scorers
FG-FGA
Eastern
4-19
H. Domercant
4-7
C. l ewis
J. R. Reynolds
4-11
J. Sindair
4·4
J. Thorsen
3-3
Tennessee-Martin
E. Bullock
7-20
J. Walker
8-9
5-7
0. Egbe
K. Asceris
1·8
J.C. Howe
1-4

TP
19

13
11
8
7
19

18
13
3
3

"Murray ran a lot of four guard, true four
guard offense," Wunder said. "(Meyers) is
the best player we have right now in the post
to defend that. •
Murray made the game easy for the
Panthers. The Racers made a meager 33 percent of their shots, and their leading scorer
this season, senior forward Beth
Schnakenberg, sat out most of the first half
With foul trouble.
The Racers also committed 20 turnovers
in game.
Brittany Park came off the bench to lead
the Racers in scoring with 18 points and
Schnakenberg scored all of her 12 points in
the second half, but the rest of the Racers
were kept under five points a piece.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
FOR

RENT

CLOSE TO SHOPPIIIG! 1305 18th
Slreet. 2 BR apiS w/&J:Ne. refrg. rricro,
lal.l'lcty. \Nil meet yar needs. $39!Ysil-

cje. $400'2 acUs. Trash i1clx:ted. 3487746www.charlestcriapts.can
00
-L E::-A,-::S,IN__G,.......,
FO-::-::-R-::F,..,-AL,L 2003-2004:
1.2.& 3 BR apts. clean. good loc.
trash & parking incl. No pets.
Williams Rentals. 345.7286
--==-=--=------00
1 BR furnished apt with garage.
Great location 1525 3rd. No parties or pets. 345-5048
--..,..-,,------·0 0
3 BR furnished apt. 1521 1st St.
CIA. garbage disposal. dishwasher. free parking . No pets or parties. 345-5048
----=-=---....,....00
1 and 2 BR furnished apts. Low
rent. low utilities. 10 mo. lease.
No parties or pets. 345-5048
- - - = - - - - -·0 0
3 BR Apt. New kitchen with dishwasher. microwave. cent air. laundry. very nice. No pets. 345.7286
::==:--......,---:--:--'0 0
2 BR apt. ft.rnlunft.rn. rice. Great location, al elec. A/C. No pets. 345.7286
00
-=G-=ET
= -:T:::-H:=E--=BE=s=-=To-'BEFORE THE
REST. 2. 3, AND 4 BEDROOM
UNITS AVAILABLE. CLOSE TO EIU.
IF YOU WANT A NICE. NEW. AND
CLEAN APARTMENT FOR NEXT
SCHOOL
YEAR CALL
__
....,..,........,____
00
. 348-1067
ALL GALS: Very clean. 2 BR furished
apt. Watef. trash, lat..Oay room. al
inck.Jded for $200/mo. on the corner.
1111 2nd st. Right next to park. Day:
235-3373. Evering: 348-5427
--:c::--:=--:---::-:,...-,:00
.
NICE. NE\M.Y REMODELED 3 BEDRCXJMAFV\RTMENTS. RENT AS LOW
AS $280/PERSON. FURNISHED.
SUPER LOW UTIUTIES. DSLJElHERNET 03AJ4 SCHOOL YEAR 345-5022
,---,---..,-~00
For Rent 1.2. and 3 bedroom furnished apartments on campus.
Signing incentives. Call 348-1479
-----,-,--,--,--'00
BELL RED DOOR APTS. 1,2, & 3
BEDROOM, OFF STREET PARKING.
SPRING SEMESTER 2003 LEASES
AVAILABLE. OFFICE 345-1266
--:----=-=--=--00
.
1,2,&3 BDRM. APTS. OLDTOWNE MANAGEMENT. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS. 345-6533.
00
-LI-:N-::-C-::-0LN
__W....,0-::-0-::-::-D-'
PINETREE
APARTMENTS Now showing 2 and
3 bedroom apartments available
IMMEDIATELY. 2ND SEMESTER.
or select your apartment NOW for
fall 2003! LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE offers lots of space. swimming pool. volleyball court. walk to
campus. Located across from
Carman Hall. 345-6000
_ _ _ _ _ _o
.
o

FOR

RENT

Exceptionally economical! 1 BR
apt. w/loft. Furnished for 1 or 2
persons. $370 for 1, $425 for 21/2 of duplex. 1 BL N of O'Brien
Field. Call Jan 345.8350
.,.-------,-00
One bdrm. apts. for Aug '03-'04.
PP&W PROPERTIES- 2 EXCELLENT LOCATIONS. ONE BLOCK
AND 1 1/2 BLOCKS NORTH OF
OLD MAIN ON 6TH STREET. One
or Two person leases. Central
heat & AC. laundry facility. Trash
service & off street parking included. Perfect for serious students
or couples. 348-8249
_ _ _ _ _ _00
Fall 2003: 2 & 3 bedroom furnished
apartments. Utilities
included. close to campus. no
pets. Call 345-6885
,...,-,-,-,-------,:--'00
2 nice houses. all appliances. WI D.
Available Spring 2003 and Fall 2003.
Excellent locations. 345-7 530
_ _ _ _ _ _00
SEITSINGER
APARTMENTS.
1611 9TH STREET. ONE BLOCK
EAST OF OLD MAIN.
ONE
APARTMENT AVAILABLE SPRING
SEMESTER. COMPLETELY FURNISHED. HEAT AND GARBAGE
FURNISHED.
OFF STREET
PARKING. CALL 345-7136
=-------00
Tired of roommates? Single apt.
on the square $325 inc. utilities.
345-2171 9 - 11am days.
00
-:AT
::-:T:-::E-:N-,.TI-::-0-N,---G::-I~RLS! IF YOU
WOULD LIKE A NICE. ROOMY.
FURNISHED
3
BEDROOM
APARTMENT
WITH
LARGE
CLOSETS. LOW RENT. LOW
UTILITY BILLS AND A LANDLORD THAT CARES FOR FALL
2003. CALL 345-3664 SEEING IS
BELI EVING 10 MONTH LEASE.
NO PETS
00
--AV-A--IL-A-::B,-L-=-E--IMMEDIATELY.
REDUCED RATES FOR SECOND
SEMESTER (Jan-June 2003) 3
AND 4 BEDROOM APARTMENTS. LOCATED CLOSE TO
CAMPUS ON 9TH STREET. NO
PETS 348-8305
00
7 7 7
1,2, 3.-A::-:N-:-::D:-4-:-::-BE
=:D:-::ROOM APARTMENTS FOR FALL SPRING
2003-2004. 11 MONTH LEASES.
NO PETS 348-8305
-.,---..,----,00
Available Dec. 15: Beautiful 1
Bedroom Apt. Furnished, All the
space you dreamed of- cat
allowed 743 6th St. $350/ month
Call 581-7729 or 345-6127.
.,------,----'00
2 bedroom townhouse apartment. furnished, trash pick -up
included. 2 blocks from campus.
Call 348-0350
_ _ _ _ _ _00

FOR RENT

SUBLESSORS

LOST AND FOUND

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Available immediately: One bedroom apt. Charleston square.
$350/month. Incl. gas. water. and
trash. Dave 345-6171 . 9am-1 1am.

Roommate needed IMMEDIATELY to share large 2 BR apt.
Fully f urnished. $285/ mo +
c heap utilities w/ DSL Internet
ac cess . Contact Steve @
345.2765
.,..-:----,-----,---1/ 23
1 bedroom in square. Available
NOW. 1 month free. Call 1-847370- 121 3 to see!
. , . - - - - - - -1/ 24
Sublessor wanted. 4 BR house.
1st st. pay 3 out of 6 months.
$750 for 6 months. call 581 .6521
,.-,.--,-=--=---1/ 28
WANTED: Female sublessor for
Spring 2003. Available ASAP.
Very nice. new and furnished
apartment across from Buzzard.
Call Stuart 348 -0157 or 5490223
00
7
SU""B=:L-::E:-::s=s-=o-=R---:-N:=EEDED. OWN
BEDROOM. SHARE UTILITIES.
$275 PER MONTH. CALL 3453148.
00

FOUND: Nice calculator in
Buzzard Hall on Friday before
breakcome
to
Student
Publications Desk and tell make
and model and it will be returned.

ACT FAST! SAVE $$$, LAST
CHANCE TO BOOK! SPECIAL
RATES FOR GROUPS OF 6+.
WWW.LEISURETOURS .COM.
1.800.838.8203
------,.-,.-2/ 4
Acapulco's #1 Spring Break
Company. Bianchi-Rossi Tours is
"Going Loco" with a " Last
Chance to Dance" special! Book
now and get $100 off our already
low price! Your seat is available
now. but may be gone tomorrow!
Call
now
800-875-4525.
www.ebreaknow.com

_ _ _ _ _ _o
.
o

WE LL MAINTAINED. UNFURNISHED HOMES ON 2ND ST.
BETWEEN
LINCO LN
AND
GRANT. NO PETS. 12 MONTH
LEASE. 345-3148.
_ _ _ _ _ _o
.
o

FOR SALE
FOR SALE: Lov eseat in good
condition. $50. Call 348.8225 to
see.

_ _ _ _ _ _1121

ROOMMATES
Roommates
wanted Near
Campus. Single Leases Available
$275/ month Call Lindsey at 34814479

_ _ _ _ _ _1121

LOST AND FOUND
SUB LESSORS
bdrm apt. Close to campus
W/T/P/ C incl. Sublessor needed
immediately. For more info contact Jim Woods 345-4489

_ _ _ _ _ _1121

B0 0 ND0

cK s

FOUND: 8-inch women's bracelet
in 9th St. Hall on Dec. 4th-come
to Academic Advising Office to
describe and claim at 2100 9th St
Hall.
_ _ _ _ _ _00

BY AARON MCGRU DER

N 0 N sEQuITuR

BY WILEY MILLER

______.oo

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Senior Elementary Education
major available for your childcare
services. Available ASAP. Call
549-7046.
,------___,.1/17
Forgot what you did at Stu's this
weekend?? Check yourself out in
photo
gallery
at
the
www.djleemichaels.com
=----:---:--:---1/ 21
Part-time help wanted at Just
Spence's 1148 6th St. Apply in
person. Tues-Sat 2-5 p .m .
, . . - - - - - - -1/ 22
Forgot what you did at Stu's last
weekend? Check yourself out in
Photo
gallery
at
the
www.djleemichaels.com
=:-..,.....,.-__,...--1/ 22
Birthday Gags. Bachelorette
Gifts. Adult Novelt ies. Mardi
Gras and Luau St uff NOW IN at
GRAND BALL COSTU MES.
Tues -Fri 12-6p.m.. Sat 10-2
p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _1/ 24

-----~2/1 3
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WRE S TLING

Young, injury-filled Panthers fall to Indiana
• Eastern loses 35- 73 to
Indiana to drop to 3-7 in dual
meets

''The best word to sum up
the meet would be frustrating. "

By Jason Blasco

-Ralph McCausland

STAFF WRITER

The injury-riddled Eastern wrestling
team ran smack into the Big 10 conference Indiana Hoosiers and lost the dual
meet 35-13 on Jan. 17.
"It was hard to swallow. They pushed
us around on our own mat, that is frustrating and difficult to take," Panthers
head coach Ralph McCausland said. "The
best word to sum up the meet would be
frustrating. •
The healthier and more experienced
Hoosiers took advantage of the Panthers,
who currently have five wrestlers out
due to injury. Juniors Pat Dowty, 133,
Jerod Bruner, 141, and Clay French,174,
and sophomores Jim Kassner, 197, and
Pete ZJminski , 285, had to sit during
Friday's meet. Indiana used this advantage to take a commanding 14-0 team lead
after the conclusion of the first three
matches.
"I think the biggest factor was we're
young,we're injured and we didn't have a
full lineup that could have made the score
a little closer," McCausland said. "Those
are some of the factors that contributed
to the lopsided team scores. Guys are
going to take their lumps. We hope that
we mature fast enough to get a little bit
better by the time the season ends.•
Despite being down by a team score of

University
Union

14-0 early, the Panthers managed to fight
back in the dual match behind the efforts
of senior Frank DeFilippis. DeFilippis
won his individual match against Hoosier
wrestler J.P. Stanley 8-2. Matt Veach won
the next match for the Panthers. He
defeated Alex LaPointe 12-4 to cut the
team deficit in half 14-7.
"(Veach and Defllppis) stepped up and
won their matches. They didn't show any
fear of their opponents, and they did
whatever it took to get the j ob done and
win the match," McCausland said.
The momentum that the Panthers created, propelled by those two individuals
,fizzled after Eastern freshman Tom
Tovello lost to Andrew Wolf 3-9, and then
Josh Lepper fell to 1Y Matthews in 2:37.
In the end, three straight forfeits
buried Eastern.
"Well, I think Indiana University has
some talented individuals. They held
very good position and stayed on the
attack consistently and that showed in
the team score," McCausland said. "We
had guys that gave up major decisions
and falls. You j ust can't give up those kind
of things."
The Panthers next meet will be
Southern
Illinois
University
at
Edwardsville on Jan, 24 at 6 p.m.
Junior Josh Lepper prepares for his match against Indiana junior Ty Matthews Friday at Lantz Arena.
Matthews won the match in 2:37.

*

SPRING

*

BowLING LEAGUEs
Mon 9:00 ~.m. Coed 4~er team
~\::s,_
· ~~~
Wed 4:30 p.m. Peterson Point -Individual*
Thurs 5:00 p.m. Coed Doubles

*Bowling
Lanes

*

Phone

581-7457

*

ABC/WIBC Sanctioned
Leagues Start Monday Jan 27th
Cost : $4.00 per person

*

348-6700

New Equipment wit h Aut<O>rm~ltic ~c<O>riiiMD®
and 18111JDmp~rs
Fri and Sat Nights

*

*

Extreme Cosm ic Bowling

Sigma Phi Epsilon
Join The Men Of

"Capture the RawEner~y of CityHair"
610 W. Lincoln Ave., Suite B

*

Next to Art Park West
Hua~~

~CJLlhl
& Appointments

581-ASAP (2727)
Administrative Office
581-3013

Tonight For
All you can eat
Boxa Buffal o
Wi ng s

Test Results
581-3013 ext. 4
Pharmacy
581-7779

(Red Brick House Off Of Greek Court)
ITIU~

For Rides or
Info Call Tim

sc

348-6544

"WeAchiveWhat OthersThink To BeImpossible"

Health Education
Resource Center
581-7786
FAX
581-3899
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WOMEN ' S BASKETBALL

O'Connor decides to redshirt
By Jamie Hussey
STAFF WRI TE R

Junior center Pam O'Connor
made a decision to redshirt this
basketball season because of her
injured knee.
"I didn't know if I was ready to
play, and this is the point where you
make the decision and my kneejust
wasn't ready yet, • O'Connor said.
O'Connor had knee surgery after
she injured her anterior eructate
ligament last spring during a pickup game. Over the summer
O'Connor needed another surgery
after she fractured her patella

while doing a leg press. The surgeries prevented Eastern's leading
scorer from the 2001-2002 season
from playing in the four August
exhibition games in Australia and
have sidelined her for the team's
first 14 games.
O'Connor is working with trainer
Katie Rybak to help rehabilitate
her knee and resumed practicing
with the team in December. Rybak
said her goal for O'Connor was to
have her at 100 percent by Ohio
Valley Conference tournament
time. O'Connor said she is having
trouble just watching from the
bench, but she realizes that it is

best for her
knee to recover
fully.
"The team
and coaching
staff has been
very supportive
of my decision,"
O'Connor said.
"I feel I can Pam O'Connor
help the team
more by coming back for two years
at 100 percent rather than about a
fourth of this season and just
another year afterwards."
Rybak is supportive of 0 '
Connor's decision and did not want

to push her into a premature
return.
"Pam felt this was the best decision for her, and I was not going to
force her to play, • Rybak said.
Eastern's Women's Basketball
Coach Linda Wunder had faith in 0 '
Connor's decision.
"I agree with the decision she
made. I think it's best for her,"
Wunder said. "I told her to be selfish and think of what would be best
for you."
O'Connor has already accomplished so much with j ust two years
of play. She ranks 20th on Eastern's
all-time scoring list with 861 points.

Panthers end losing skid
By Michael Gilbert
STA FF WRI TE R

The Eastern women's basketball
team snapped its nine-game losing
streak on Saturday by defeating
Tennessee-Martin 81-70 at Lantz
Arena.
The Panthers scored a season high
81 points and had six players in double
figures including a team high 17 from
senior forward Brooke Gossett.
Gossett was 8-10 shooting and added
four rebounds and two assists in 31
minutes of action. Center Allison
Collins was perfect from the field. The
6-foot-2 inch junior connected on all
five shots she attempted and finished
the game with 10 points.
Redshirt freshman Ashley Kearney
dished out a game high eight assists

and was glad the losing streak was in
the books.
"It's about time," Kearney said. "Our
offense executed very well tonight."
The Panthers built up a big lead
early. Eastern opened up a 13-1 advantage on the Skyhawks (5-10, 2-2 OVC)
in the games first few minutes and
took a 16-point lead into halftime.
"When we were up 16, I thought 'Oh
my gosh we have to keep this lead,"
Gossett said.
The Panthers kept the lead and won
its first game in nearly two months.
One of the key factors to the victory
was the Panthers strong shooting from
the floor. Eastern shot an impressive
64 percent from the field, including 74
percent in the second half. TennesseeMartin only connected on 43 percent of
its shots.

"We had a bit of a height advantage
,and we were getting some open looks,"
Gossett said.
Head coach Linda Wunder was also
pleased with the shooting display put
on by the Panthers.
"When you shoot the ball well, it
makes things easier," Wunder said. "I
really think we stepped up tonight and
made big baskets when we needed to.•
The win gave the Panthers some
much needed confidence heading into
the second half of a season, where they
hope to turn around their year.
"We believe that any team in this
conference we can play with,• said
Gossett. "We j ust have to go out there
and prove it."
The Panthers will have their chance
to do that with their final 12 games
against Ohio Valley Conference foes.

O'Connor was the third fastest
sophomore to reach 500 points, and
she earned the Ohio Valley
Conference Player of the Week
three times. The junior has scored
double digits in 49 of the 55 games
in which she has played.
"Redshirting gives Pam the
opportunity not to rush back when
she may not be fully 100 percent,"
Wunder said. "Plus the fact she can
obviously practice the rest of the
season, get her confidence back
and be ready for next season."
0 ' Connor will have two more
years to play after she finishes her
redshirt year.

Wittke could
be on the move
STAF F RE POR T

Eastern head coach Bob Spoo confirmed Monday that
Panthers offensive coordinator Roy Wittke is a finalist
for the quarterback coach position at Arkansas
University.
Wittke lifted his national status by being named the
NCAA Division I-AA 2002 Assistant Coach of the Year by
the American Football Coaches Association after guiding
an offense that scored 35.3 points per game and over 452
yards last season.
Wittke declined comment Monday about working for
Razorbacks head coach Houston Nutt who started his
coaching career at Ohio Valley Conference rival Murray
State.
Wittke has 13 seasons of experience as Eastern's offensive coordinator under Spoo.
The final list and the date of the announcement is
unknown at the present time.

ORGANIZATION

RSO Special
Any RSO can purchase a
2x2 advertisement for only $20
Savings of $14
OR
Any advertiser can purchase a
2x4 ad or larger and receive
2 free inches to use during the week of
J anuary 27-31.

Discount Advertisment Rates For Student Organizations
Let Students Know About Your Organization

thursday
01.23.03
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PHOTO ED I TOR

M Basketball at Austin Peay
W Basketball vs. IPFW
Wrestling at SIU Edwardsville
M Basketball vs. Aurora
Swimming vs. Valparaiso
MIW Track EIU Triangular

7 p.m.
7:10p.m. Lantz Arena
6p.m.
7:10p.m. Lantz Arena
1 p.m.
11 a.m. Lantz Fieldhouse

WOMEN 'S BASKETBALL

I Eastern hangs on for 52-47 win

What was

wrong with
Billy?
11le weekend proved successful for Eastern In Lantz Arena
except for one thing.
11le men's basketball team rallied In the second halfon a comefrom-behind victory over
Thnnessee-Martin 68-60 and the
women's team led ThnnesseeMartin Wire-Wire to break a ninegame losing streak.
11le only disappointing event
of the weekend was the unveUIng of the new nickname for the
Panther mascot.
Prowler. What kind of name is
that? It sounds more like a
Plymouth - oot a college mascot.
11le athletic department wanted a name that was Inoffensive
and non-gender spect.flc. Well I
have oo clue what gender the
name "Prowler" would be associated With, so they did meet that
goal. H owever, having a mascot
named after an activity that is
associated with criminal acts is a
super idea.
Prowler would be a good nickname for someone that worked
for the Nixon administration not
Eastern's Panther.
I can see what the athletic
department was going for. We're
the Panthers and we're on the
prowl, but the mascot isjust supposed to entertain fans With
Incendiary antics.
You say the name "Prowler,"
and I think of someone dressed
In black lurking in the dark staring at the Windows of Andrews
Hall trying to sneak a peak of a
couple of Eastern's female coeds.
My question is, what was
wrong With Billy In the first
place?
Dave Kidwell, assistant athletic director of marketing and
sports information, said Billy
was just "a slang term" used to
help the fund raising efforts to
purchase a new costume last

year.
Why couldn't the athletic
department formally adopt
Billy? Billy is inoffensive,
already known by students and
could be non-gender specific.
Many women have the name
Billy. BU!ie Jean King and BU!ie
H oliday come to mind. Sure the
spellings are different, but that is
only semantics.
11le important thing is the
name Billy had some history and
tradition to it. Billy might not
have been around when Eastern
was founded in 1895, but it has
been around longer than
Prowler.
A name With some history and
tradition would be appropriate
for Eastern, a school that prides
itself on those Virtues. Eastern
likes to sell the Image of Old
Main as a symbol of its 1()(}plusyear history. Why not sell Billy's
Image as part of that tradition?
Is it because the athletic
department seems to want to
separate itself from the university? Eastern wants to bring its
history to the forefront, whUe the
athletic department wants a
newer, more modem Image to
represent itself.
But whining won't do Billy any
good because Prowler will now
be stalking the s idelines at
Eastern athletic events.

• Racers struggle to 33 percent from
the field in loss to Panthers
By Matt Meinheit
SPORTS ED I TOR

Eastern only traUed twice against Murray State
Monday night in Lantz Arena and held the lead for the
last 29 minutes of the game, but the Racers wer e
never out of the game.
After breaking a nine-game losing streak Saturday
against Tennessee-Martin, the Panthers picked up
their second consecutive win by
the score of 52-47.
"It feels really good," junior
More inside
guard Lauren DaUey said. "First
+ Junior Pam
time in a long time to get a win and
O'Connor
now it 's two in a row. •
decides to
The Panthers (3-12, 2-3) started
red shirt
the second half with a 14-point
Page 11
lead, and freshman guard Megan
Sparks added two more to the lead
early in the half, but the Racers (4-11, 0-4) cut the lead
down to five with 11:28 remaining in the game. After
that, the Panthers' lead never exceeded nine points.
However, Eastern was able to maintain its lead w ith
timely shooting.
After Murray cut the lead to five, Sparks made a
basket and junior forward Katie Meyers added another to bring the lead back up to nine.
The Racers were able to get w ithin four of the
Panthers with 4:36 left to play, but j unior guard
Lauren DaUey answered with a pair of buckets to
maintain the Panthers lead.
With 1:01 left in the game, the Panther lead was
back down to four. Sparks made the first of a pair of
free throws to give the Panthers a five-point lead, but
the Racers made a basket with 10 seconds left to
make the score 50-47.
SEE HANGS
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Freshman guard Megan Sparks attacks the basket against Morehead State Monday night in
Lantz Arena. Sparks had 14 points in the Panthers 52-47 win.

MEN 'S BASKETBALL

Panthers claw back for OVC victory
• Eastern comes back from 76- point
deficit to take a 68-60 victory
By Matt Williams
ASSOC I ATE SPORTS ED I TOR

Eastern men's basketball head coach Rick Samuels
loves coaching because of games like the one he saw
on Saturday. H is Panthers clawed back from a 16 point
second half deficit to win 68-60 in an important Ohio
Valley Conference game against Thnnessee-Marttn at
Lantz Arena.
"You can't imagine how much I love coaching, •
Samuels said. "I'll go home and s leep well tonight."
The Panthers {6-10, 2-3) needed something to tum
around the game after falling behind 50-34 w ith j ust
under 12 minutes remaining in the game. Samuels
looked down the bench to j unior guard Ramon Thylor
to be the savior.
"You just have to appreciate a kid like Mone
(Thylor)," Samuels said. "He wants to p lay, and he's
had to sit and sit. As coaches, we were grasping at our
last straw. Mone was our only hope. •
Taylor proved to be just what the team needed as he
started the 24-6 Eastern run which gave the Panthers
their first lead of the game with 3:53 left in the game.
"Wejust got the spark from Ramon, • Eastern j unior
forward John Thorsen said. "Our defense created
offense and the crowd was really crazy. That fueled us
a lot."
Eastern started the game by shooting a dismal 25
percent from the field in the first half as the
Skyhawks (10-5, 3-1) commanded a 33-25 lead.
Senior guard Henry Domercant could not get started as he struggled with j ust 1-of-11 shooting at the end
of the first 20 minutes of play.
Eastern had no choice but to have a second half
revival and kept high hopes coming out of the locker

room.

STEPHEN HAAS/ASSOC I ATE PHOTO EDITOR

Senior guard Henry Domercant goes for a jump shot over Tennessee-Martin sophomore
guard Jeremy Kelly in Eastern's 68-60 win at Lantz Arena on Saturday. Domercant finished
with 19 points, 13 rebounds a nd 7 assists.

"We had no other option but to come back," Thylor
said. "I don't think at halftime we thought the game
was over. Coach chewed us out and told us if we don't
come out hard, it's over. He said we had to lay it all on
the line, and who knows what would happen. •
Domercant had a team high 19 points on 4-of-19
shooting from the field . Despite his shooting woes, he
was able to help the team in other aspects of the game.
H e led the team in both assists (7) and rebounds (13)
and also had the teams only block during a crucial part
ofthegame.
SEE CLAW
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